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Project

«With the AlpTransit Gotthard, a future-oriented flat rail

through the Alps is being created. At the core of this new rail

connection is the base tunnel through the  57 km Gotthard

mountain» 

[Quote: www.alptransit.ch]

Compared with the existing Gotthard railway tunnel from 1882,

the crown height will be lowered from 1150 m to 550 m above

sea level. The new Gotthard railway will offer considerably re-

duce  traveling time, partly thanks to the «Bahn 2000» expan-

sions and the use of a new rolling material. The travelling time

from Zurich to Milan will be reduced by one hour. Furthermore,

the flat rail enables more economical freight traffic. The flat rail

permits the use of longer freight trains which can be twice as he-

avy and twice as fast.

The clients opinion

Engineer ETH, lic. iur. Pius Weber, SikaBau AG

«Rowa was commissioned by

SikaBau to design a device for

placing tunnel sealing foil for

the first time in 1972. Since

then the Rowa systems have

continually been developed

further and used in Europe,

Latin America and Asia. Rowa

developed the placing instal-

lations of the latest format for

AlpTransit Gotthard-Ticino ba-

sed on our specifications. The-

se included an electronically controlled hydraulic press-on

beam and a synchronous control of the crew basket and the

press-on beam. Everyone involved, i.e. the builder-owner/site

supervision, the TAT corporate consortium and the IGS sealing

consortium recognize the outstanding concept and the quality

of the Rowa devices.»

Editorial

Dear Readers,

In the AlpTransit, one of the greatest structures of

the century, safety and quality have top priority. This

is especially true for the tunnel sealing systems. The

5th generation Rowa foil-placing installations are

used for this important, demanding work in the Bo-

dio/Faido sections of the Gotthard base tunnel. The

systems were continually further developed in co-

operation with the customer Arge IGS (SikaBau AG,

Tecton AG) and adapted to the current state of sea-

ling and system engineering technology. The latest

achievement is a foil-placing installation which was

used especially for cross-passage installation con-

struction. Here the rich experience of multiple tun-

nel projects proved to be extremely valuable. The

highest degree of performance, productivity, quali-

ty and safety can be secured due to maximum me-

chanization.
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Rowa foil-placing installation
systems in the Gotthard base tunnel

Rowa has designed and constructed the following foil-placing in-

stallation systems, commissioned by SikaBau AG:

– Bodio/Faido FVM 5 foil-placing installation system

– «Wurmino» Bodio/Faido FVM 6 foil-placing installation system

– FVM 7 foil-placing installation system for Bodio/Faido cross 

passage installations

Foil-placing installation system 5 for
Bodio/Faido section 

The high degree of mechanization of the FVM 5 system is one of

the main reasons for a considerable rationalization of the wor-

king sequences and processes when placing foil. The production

increase is achieved due to the repetitive effect. Furthermore, a

humanization of the work stations and greater safety are secu-

red through an extensive reduction of heavy manual labor.

Crew basket

The transport frame is equipped with integrated curved rails and

additional track rails for the placing wagon. The transport wa-

gon with the crew basket are each climbing on one of the too-

thed racks, following the inner radius of the curved rail. The ad-

ditional track rail prevents the basket from swaying toward the

drift axis. The crew basket allows for rotation around the su-

spension point in a radius of 1,000 mm and is mounted to permit

free rotation. The foil roll bracket is also installed in the crew ba-

sket.

Press-on beam

The press-on beam consists of a central steel tube with 13 flexi-

bly mounted lever arms. Each of the lever arms has its own press-

on roller and vibrator. Each hydraulic cylinder is equipped with

load holding valves and position measuring systems on both si-

des, and can be controlled separately. The central steel tube is

mounted on the gibbet arm system with cardan joints. The press-

on beam is guided by a transport wagon which, similar to the

crew basket, climbs on a toothed rack, however along the outer

radius.

Foil loading device

The foil loading wagon runs on two transport rails from the shaft

opening to the foremost point of the vault sealing area. The wa-

gon has an electro-hydraulic loading crane which is used for lo-

ading the temporary storage area and the FVM. In addition, it

unloads foils off the platform wagons from the forwarding track.

The FVM 5 foil-placing installation system

Automatic placing of foil with press-on beam

Loading device
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Foil-placing installation system 6
«Wurmino» for the Bodio/Faido section

On the «Wurmino» foil-placing installation system 6, the carry-

ing device was bolted onto the already existing bridge wagon

with a sturdy section iron design containing integrated curved

rails and additional track rails for the placing wagon. The carry-

ing device was designed in a way that the shotcrete cross car

with both its lever arms as well as the crew basket can be atta-

ched and the required front tunnel cross-sections can be coated.

Crew basket

The crew basket is a steel tube structure with railings and foot

rails. It is suspended on a telescopic arm allowing for free rota-

tion and contains the brackets for the foil rolls as well as the hy-

draulic cylinder for the hydraulic unit. The basket can be incli-

ned from the pendant control.

Loading

A portal with two traversing rails for transferring the foil pak-

kages was mounted onto the second bridge wagon. Two elec-

tric chain hoists are suspended on these rails. The portal is equip-

ped with properly dimensioned wind bracings.

A loading crane was installed to load the foils from the foil trans-

port wagon to the foil-placing installation.

A track was welded on alongside the entire length of the two

bridge wagons in order to move the foils from the transfer de-

vice to the FVM. A simple platform wagon without its own dri-

ve moves on this track.

Entire FVM 6 system

Crew basket

Loading foil onto crew basket Loading foil from section track onto Wurmino
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Foil-placing installation FVM 7 
for cross passage installations 
Bodio/Faido section

A foil-placing installation (FVM), especially designed and deve-

loped for cross passage installations, will be put in place in the

Gotthard base tunnel for the first time. The transport frame of

a sturdy section iron design is used to mount the transport and

auxiliary transport drives, as well as the rotary channel for the

new basket. Also mounted there are additional components,

such as the hydraulic crane, hydraulic system, electrical system

etc. 

Crew basket

The basket is suspended on a telescopic, rotary gibbet above two

ball joints to secure that all necessary positions can be reached.

The telescopic cylinders are equipped with safety valves. The ro-

tary drives have absolute value encoders, therefore ensuring a

uniform rotation of the two telescopic arms.                 

Moving FVM

Two driven and two hydraulically guidable Vulcolan track

wheels are used for longitudinal movements in the cross passa-

ge installations. To switch from one cross passage installation to

the next, the FVM is moved into the main forwarding tube via

the track. There, a hydraulic auxiliary support from the center of

the FVM is extended onto the section track and the FVM is si-

multaneously lifted. The Vulcolan wheels are then retracted and

the device can be turned. Thereafter, the FVM is lowered onto

the section track. In order to change from one cross passage in-

stallation to the next, ramps are required for traveling across the

section tracks. They consist of a light, rugged steel structure and

are transferred with the loading crane.

Entrance from cross heating into main tunnel

Turning the installation

Automatic moving of the installation on the main track up
to the next cross passage installation

Foil-placing installation for cross passage installations – factory assembly


